
Saka Service  

During the Saka service portion 

of the mejlis, water is distributed 

and Imam Hussein and the 

martyrs of Karbala are 

mentioned. The water is 

distributed in their memory and 

a lament is read. 

The inner meaning (batin) of 

distributing water is to 

remember that Imam Hussein 

symbolises love, justice, standing in the path against the oppressor and non-

discrimination, and we call on his name as a symbol of that. It is to remember that Yezid 

symbolised injustice, cruelty, oppression and discrimination, and we ask for withdrawal of 

Divine Mercy (la’nah) from all that manifests his name today. 

As Queer Muslims we call on the name of Imam Hussein to stand for us against our 

particular oppressors, those who suppress our freedoms, take away our lives, fetishise our 

bodies and deny us autonomy and integrity. Yezid draws us near to the waters of life and 

intimacy and cruelly denies us access to them. We call “la’natullah ‘ala zalim” on those 
manifestations in our lives whenever we hear the name Yezid.  

Filling the cup three times we read: 

Hussein said: “I will never give Yezid my hand 

like a man who has been humiliated, nor will I 

flee like a slave…I have not risen to spread 

war or to show off…I only desire to enjoin 

good values and prevent evil.” Hussein 

decided to move himself and his family to 

Mecca in the hope Yezid’s supporters would 

respect the holy land. However as Hussein, 

his family and supporters made the journey, 

he was intercepted by a battalion of Yezid’s 
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soldiers, who blocked them and diverted them towards the desert town of Karbala. When 

they reached Karbala, forces surrounded their small band and blocked their access to the 

water supply. The opposing side’s band of 30,000 soldiers vastly outnumbered Hussain’s 

small army of 72 men and their families, but the soldiers were under strict instructions not 

to let Hussein leave. After a week, word reached Hussein that Yezid had sent ordered that 

he was not allowed to leave Karbala until he had taken an oath of allegiance, which 

Hussain was not prepared to do. The Imam’s family and his supporters were drawn near to 

yet deprived of water for three successive days and the Imam was killed and beheaded in 

the battle by Shimr. La’natullah ‘alayhi!”  

 Yezid is the name of those who are queerphobic.  

 Yezid is the name of thoughtless capitalism.  

 Yezid is the name of the fake ally who doesn’t speak up for us.  

 Yezid is the name of families who drive our queer lovers to death. 

 Yezid is the name of myself when I am self effacing. 

 Yezid is the mother who denies us our right to family.  

 Yezid is the name of the racist and islamophobic lover.  

 Yezid is the name of the so-called friend who knows me yet doesn’t    

 accept me.  

 Yezid is the name of the health professional who mutilates our intersex    

 bodies.  

 Yezid is the name of the health professional who denies me the right to   a  

 body that fits my gender identity. 

 Yezid is the name of every misogynist.  

 Yezid is the name of the man who fetishises the femme body and does not respect  

 its autonomy. 
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Everyone call out: 

 La’natullah ‘ala zalim!  

 May Allah withdraw favour from the Oppressor!  

 Hussein is my Queer Muslim sibling. 

 Hussein is the mother who is supportive of my coming out.  

 Hussein is the support I give myself, the strength I find within. 

 Hussein is my friend who listen to me and helps me recover from     

 trauma. 

 Hussein is they who express their gender however they want  

 Hussein is the campaigner for HIV awareness. 

 Hussein is the human rights worker who campaigns without personal    

 gain and even loses income and friends in the process.  

 Hussein is the friend who helps me express my Muslimness in public    

 despite being fearful of islamophobia and racism. 

 Hussein is the friend who tells me I don’t need to apologise for     

 expressing my pain.  

Holding the cup up the sakkaji says: 

 “Allahallah….With the prayers of the enlightened ones, for the sake of    

 Muhammad-Ali” 

 “Selamullah ala Hazret-i Imam Hussein of Kerbela ve Selamullah ala    

 Hazret-i Fatmat ez-Zehra our compassionate mother.”  

 “Ya Hussein!” 

 “Whoever succeeds in quenching their thirst, accept their prayers,     

 forgive our sins. Nur ola, May they be showered in Divine Light, May the  secret be 
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 revealed to their heart. May they receive healing for every difficulty,  may sick ones  

 be healed, may every debt be lifted.”  

 “Allahallah” 

Sip the water and give to three people present. Others may take a sip of whatever is left. 

with voice: 
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